
I like to go camping. But imagine going camping for a weekend with no

food, no sleeping bag, or no means to make a fire, but dragging an

electric blender with you. You're probably going to end up being

mighty cold and hungry, but hey, did ya notice my blender! Having a

well stocked pack with the right tools can mean the difference

between being miserable and having a great time.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Life is a lot like that. We cling to unhealthy habits, stories, and

narratives that don't serve us like a wilderness camper clinging to an

electric blender. In the end, the blender does the camper no good but,

without useful tools in their pack, what else have they got?

 

When it comes to exchanging unhealthy habits for healthy ones or

reframing stories and narratives that don't serve us for ones that do,

it's essential that we have those healthier options in our pack to begin

with so that we CAN choose them when the opportunity presents

itself.

 

When you find yourself engaging in an unhealthy habit or hearing a

BIRD chirping at you, having a healthy habit to pivot to or a more

positive narrative to reach for can mean the difference between

stepping toward the life you want or remaining stuck where you're at. 
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Our key to transforming anything lies in
our ability to reframe it.
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~ Marianne Williamson
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We all engage in unhealthy, subconscious habits and, for most of us,

they often look rather similar. For each of the 8 common unhealthy

habits that were talked about in the Week 4 Intro video, think of a

healthier habit that you can replace it with.

1.

 

2.

 

3.

 

4.

 

5.

 

6.

 

7.

 

8.

Excessive Apologizing

 

Lack of Boundaries

Negative Self Talk

 

Micromanaging outcomes

Negative What-If Spiral

 

Must Be Nice-ing

Focusing on Lack

 

Clutter
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The stories and narratives that make up the vast majority of what our

subconscious uses to sort, filter, and process information through are

often not even our own. They're stories that have been fed and

reinforced in us by others.  Time to rewrite those stories!

 

For the two LOWEST RANKING life areas that you ranked in Week 1,

think of a story that you've been carrying with you that doesn't serve

you. Where and from whom did this story ultimately come from?
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Life Area:

Unhealthy story Who did this story come from?
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Now, fix yourself your favorite drink or snack, get yourself settled

into someplace comfortable, and give yourself a gigantic hug. This

kind of work is not easy, but you just did it! There's a reason why

these origin story memories have remained buried for so long. When

they happened, they injured a very real and very authentic part of

who you are. 

 

But now that you've identified them, we can start to heal them. Are

you ready?
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Life Area:

Unhealthy story Who did this story come from?
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For each of the UNHEALTHY stories you just examined, write a new,

empowered, HEALTHY story that supports you and aligns you with

your core value system.
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What does it look like to live this story?

healthy story Why do I deserve this?
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My growth happened when I realized that I do not
have to experience life the way I have been told to.
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What does it look like to live this story?

healthy story Why do I deserve this?
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Read and complete this workbook

 

Share with the group two of your reframed unhealthy habits

and what your new healthy habit looks like

 

Post your two new stories, why you deserve them, and how

your life looks with them in action

 

Continue to look for, acknowledge, and share your #letitgrow

moments throughout the week.

what now...

Don't be shy about posting in the group! 

 

If you experience a GROW moment, please share it so we can

celebrate with you and #letitgrow! 

 

Be a conscious listener for your BIRDS and share your #forthebirds

moments that you've learned from

 

If you need to #vent, feel free but remember that "vents" are just that

and are meant to be a way to get it out of your head so you can move

forward!

 

Got questions? Need some help or guidance? From me or from the

group? Just #ask!


